
Modern Height adjustable Care bath

AVERO VIVA



Our AVERO VIVA offers a timeless design, which is reflected in a clear, simple, outer finish and a beautiful 
inner tub body. The ergonomic shape offers the resident sufficient space in the shoulder area and ensures 
the use of suitable transfer and bath lifts.

The height adjustable bath tub can be accessed freely, allowing the caregiver to work with all conventional 
transfer and bath lifts even in the smallest of spaces. The AVERO VIVA is operated using a cable remote 
control with symbols.

Timeless design inspired by 
modern private bathrooms.

Watch product
video!
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Ergonomic inner tub body 

with large armrests and handles

Optional: Integrated disinfection system

Intuitive hand control with symbols for all functions

Optional: Foldable holding & entry handle made of stainless steel New! Optional: Change the viewing direction

Optional: Integrated branded thermostat with legionella flushing

Domestic bathtub design with guaranteed comfort

The simple and clear shape of the AVERO VIVA is reminiscent of stylish bathtubs in modern private bathrooms. 

Create a familiar atmosphere during the sensitive bathing process to increase the feel-good factor for your 

residents!

Generous, ergonomic inner tub body

The AVERO VIVA offers bathers a lot of space in the tub body. Thanks to the large armrests and ergonomic 

handles, residents enjoy great bathing comfort and a safe feeling!

Numerous options for individual requirements

In addition to our extensive wellness options, which effectively contribute to the well-being of bathers, the 

AVERO VIVA also offers useful options in terms of safety and hygiene.
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Technical Data

Dimensions 2.025 mm - 786 mm

Inner tub width, Upper body area 706 mm

Lifting height 683 mm - 1.083 mm

SWL 400 kg

Power connection 230 V, 50 Hz

Product Information

Electrical Height Adjustment

Easy operation via hand control

Ergonomic inner tub body

Armrests and grab bars for maximum comfort

Available Options

Aroma system

Colored-light system

Air-Relax system

Music-sound system

Bluetooth-music-sound system

RAL colors available

Disinfection system

Automatic tub filling

Emergency function in case of 
power failure

Bathtub shortener

Change of viewing direction

Legionella flushing

Foldable handle
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BEKA Hospitec GmbH

Am Rübenmorgen 3

35582 Wetzlar-Dutenhofen

info@beka-hospitec.de

Tel +49 641 922 20-0

Fax +49 641 922 20-20

www.beka-hospitec.com V
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